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Abstract The present study addresses the self-similar
problem of unsteady shock reflection on an inclined
wedge. The start-up conditions are studied by modi-
fying the wedge corner and allowing for a finite radius
of curvature. It is found that the type of shock reflection
observed far from the corner, namely regular or Mach
reflection, depends intimately on the start-up condition,
as the flow “remembers” how it was started. Substantial
differences were found. For example, the type of shock
reflection for an incident shock Mach number M = 6.6
and an isentropic exponent γ = 1.2 changes from reg-
ular to Mach reflection between 44◦ and 45◦ when a
straight wedge tip is used, while the transition for an
initially curved wedge occurs between 57◦ and 58◦.
Keywords Shock wave · Reflection · Pseudosteady ·
Unsteady
1 Introduction
The reflection of a steadily moving shock wave on a
straight inclined wall has attracted much attention in
recent decades due to its fundamental importance in
unsteady gas dynamics and in all compressible media
(gases, liquids, solids, nuclear matter, interstellar medium,
granular media and detonation waves). Consider a shock
wave as it travels at a velocityD, in the inertial frame of
reference, through a stationary medium with an isen-
tropic exponent γ and speed of sound c0. When the
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(a) Regular reflection (b) Mach reflection
Fig. 1 A moving shock, travelling at velocity D, strikes and
reflects off of a stationary wedge of angle θw giving rise to a
regular reflection (a) or a Mach reflection (b) depending on
flow properties
shock impinges upon a stationary wedge with an angle
θw from the shock’s normal, it will reflect on the wedge.
The shock reflection will generally adopt one of two
forms, either a regular or Mach reflection, exemplified
by Fig. 1. The Mach reflection type can be further sub-
divided into different regimes of reflections which have
recently been classified by Semenov et al. [22,23] and
Vasilev et al.[24]. The isentropic exponent γ, the geom-
etry (angle of the wall), and the Mach number of the
incident shockMi = D/c0 uniquely define the problem;
the type of reflection is subject to change with any of
those variables. Thorough reviews of the shock reflec-
tion problem have been provided by Hornung [2] and
Ben-Dor [1].
Experiments will typically fix the shock strength
and gas type (Mi and γ) and vary the wedge angle
θw. Mach reflections will occur at smaller wedge an-
gles than regular reflections; however there is a range
of angles where both Mach and regular reflections are
possible. This overlap has been observed in both steady
and pseudosteady flows. Much attention has been de-
voted to the many types of reflection configurations, the
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conditions under which they occur, and which factors
favour the appearance of one type over another, espe-
cially under conditions where both regular and Mach
reflections are possible solutions [3–6].
When a shock wave reflects over a sharp corner,
the absence of a characteristic length scale renders the
problem self-similar. In two-dimensions, the problem
thus admits a similarity solution in terms of a com-
bination of the space variables x and y and time t, in
this case simply x/(c0t) and y/(c0t), where c0 is the
initial sound speed of the medium [7]. Indeed, such self-
similar flow-fields corresponding to impulsively started
gas dynamic flow-fields abound in unsteady gas dynam-
ics (e.g., shock diffraction [7], shock refraction [21], blast
waves and implosion problems [20], etc.).
The self-similar configuration of the reflection emerges
from a singularity at the sharp tip of the reflecting sur-
face. When the mathematical formulation of the prob-
lem is described by the inviscid Euler equations, this
does not pose any serious difficulty, as the problem is
well-defined in similarity variables. However, numerical
verification of postulated self-similar solutions becomes
difficult because the computational grid cannot resolve
any physical or temporal singularity. Likewise, if one
considers the real physical solution near the corner of
finite dimension, occurring at scales commensurate with
the mean free path, the problem loses its self-similarity
due to the presence of physical length and time scales
associated with mass, momentum and energy transfer
by molecular diffusion and the dimension of the corner.
Thus no real problem is strictly self-similar. It is only
once that the evolution of the problem has evolved on
length and time scales much larger than those associ-
ated with the start-up process that one may expect a
weak, asymptotic form of self-similarity.
Shock reflections over obstacles with variable corner
geometries (e.g. cylindrical, multiple cumulative wedges)
have previously been studied [10,5,11,12,27] but these
studies only explored flow fields in proximity of the cor-
ner. In order to study the evolution of a shock reflection
towards self-similarity, the present work focused on the
problem of shock reflection over a straight wedge with
a finite radius of curvature R assigned to the initial
corner as shown in Fig. 2. The evolution of the shock
reflection was studied over the straight portion of the
wedge over length scales much larger than R. The ob-
jective was to determine whether the solution of the
asymptotically self-similar problem, in the limit that
R, relative to the distance travelled, becomes infinitesi-
mally small, agreed with the solution of the self-similar
problem, particularly in the regime of shock reflections
where both regular and Mach reflections are possible.
x
y
Fig. 2 Wedge geometry: wedge with rounded corner
2 Problem definition and methodology
2.1 Problem definition
The problem was addressed through numerical experi-
ments. The reflection problem was modelled by the Eu-
ler equations for a calorically perfect gas
∂W
∂t
+
∂F
∂x
+
∂G
∂y
= 0 (1)
with
W =


ρ
ρu
ρv
E

 , F =


ρu
ρu2 + p
ρuv
(E + p)u

 , G =


ρv
ρvu
ρv2 + p
(E + p)v

(2)
where ρ is the density, u is the x-component of velocity,
v is the y-component of velocity and E is the total
energy, given by
E =
p
γ − 1
+
1
2
ρu2 +
1
2
ρv2. (3)
Consistent with the absence of viscous terms in the
Euler equations, the boundary conditions along the solid
surfaces were reflective with vanishing normal velocity
(no penetration) but allowed tangential velocities.
The initial conditions consisted of a planar shock
wave propagating in the positive x-direction, see Fig.
3. Given the shock Mach number, the flow properties
behind the shock are uniquely given by the Rankine-
Hugoniot jump conditions.
The solution is reported in non-dimensional form.
The initial density ρ0 and the initial pressure p0 were
chosen as characteristic scales for pressure and den-
sity. The governing equations remain invariant under
non-dimensionalization if the velocity is normalized by�
p0/ρ0. In summary, the non-dimensional variables,
denoted by a tilde, are:
ρ˜ =
ρ
ρ0
, p˜ =
p
p0
, u˜ =
u�
p0
ρ0
, v˜ =
v�
p0
ρ0
. (4)
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Fig. 3 Density gradient (a) and corresponding adaptive
mesh (b) with four refinement levels and a refinement ratio
of two (Mi = 6.6, γ = 1.2, ramp angle θw = 44◦, R = 20)
In the case of a sharp corner, the problem is self-
similar and there is no characteristic length scale. Ac-
cordingly, in order to report the numerical results where
the grid spacing provides a characteristic scale of the
numerical approximation, the x and y variables are such
that a value of unity corresponds (arbitrarily) to one
base grid spacing. Likewise, the cases where a finite ra-
dius corner is included use the same non-dimensionalization
for comparison purposes.
2.2 Numerical method
A numerical solution to the problem stated above was
obtained by discretizing the governing equations in a
finite volume scheme using Roe’s linearised Riemann
solver [13,14] in order to evaluate the fluxes. The solu-
tion was implemented in the AMRITA computational
system developed by James Quirk [15], designed to fa-
cilitate the exchange of computational investigations
among different users and adopting a philosophy where
the source code is readily available for third-party scrutiny
and packaged to allow verification of results obtained.
A base grid of 300 by 250 was used, aligned with
the wedge wall (see Fig. 3). An adaptive mesh refine-
ment technique was used to improve the accuracy of
the solution near discontinuities as exemplified in Fig.
3. The mesh was refined around regions with density
gradients, internal boundaries and behind the reflected
and Mach shocks. Unless otherwise noted, four levels of
mesh refinement were used with a refinement ratio of
two; the most refined grid spacing was thus 2−4.
The curved corner and upstream boundary were im-
plemented using the embedded boundary technique de-
scribed by Xu et al. [16]. This permitted the use of
a Cartesian computational grid. The grid is not fitted
to the curved boundary. The boundary is defined as a
user-selected function. The solution vector at the ghost
cells situated across the boundary are specified in order
to suppress flow normal to the boundary curve.
The computations were initialised using the Rankine-
Hugoniot shock solutions behind a shock discontinuity
positioned 8 units upstream of the start of the wedge.
However, the exact position of the shock did not influ-
ence the results.
The set of fixed parameters investigated were an
isentropic exponent of γ = 1.2 and incident shock Mach
number of Mi = 6.6. These values correspond to the
typical conditions of shock reflections in cellular deto-
nation waves [17] with a heat release of Q/RT0 ≈ 50. A
vast amount of literature now exists on the detonation
shock reflection dynamics with these parameters (see
Ref. [17] and references therein). The angle of the ramp
θw was varied in order to determine the transition point
between regular reflection and Mach reflection.
2.3 Numerical verification
To test the convergence of the results obtained with
grid refinement, different resolutions were considered.
For each resolution, the wedge angle was modified in
increments of 1◦. For a wedge angle of θw = 44
◦, a
Mach reflection was always observed with the differ-
ent grid resolutions. For a wedge angle of θw = 45
◦, a
regular reflection was always observed. With increasing
resolution, the reflection pattern remained invariant, as
can be seen in Fig. 4. The results of the resolution study
shows that 4 refinement levels permitted to observe a
grid-converged reflection pattern with an accuracy of
the transition angle of 1◦.
The numerical experiments were also performed with
different orientations of the base grid. When the base
grid was aligned with the x-axis (normal to the inci-
dent shock), both the rounded corner and inclined wall
were captured with the embedded boundary technique.
In this case, minor perturbations were observed behind
the reflected shock. These perturbations were absent
when the grid was oriented along the wedge. Neverthe-
less, the differences between the results obtained with
both grid orientations were relatively small, as shown
in Fig. 5 for a wedge angle near the transition. The
solution obtained with both grids show the same flow
features, with slight differences in the Mach shock size.
These errors are potentially due to approximations of
the embedded boundary technique. For this reason, and
in order to minimize such errors, the grid was oriented
with the wedge wall.
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(a) θw = 44◦, 3 refinement levels (b) θw = 45◦, 3 refinement levels
(c) θw = 44◦, 4 refinement levels (d) θw = 45◦, 4 refinement levels
(e) θw = 44◦, 5 refinement levels (f) θw = 45◦, 5 refinement levels
Fig. 4 Shock waves (Mi = 6.6, γ = 1.2) reflecting off wedges with angles at θw = 44◦ ((a), (c), (e), Mach reflection) and
θw = 45◦ ((b), (d), (f), regular reflection) with sharp corners and a range of resolutions; the distance indicator refers to a
distance measured in base grid spacings, as explained in the text
Fig. 5 Comparison between orientations (M = 6.6, γ = 1.2, θw = 44◦): grid aligned with wedge (a); grid normal to incident
shock / embedded-boundary wedge (b)
Fig. 6 Grayscale for rendering the numerical results of den-
sity gradients.
3 Results
The results of the numerical calculations are presented
below as pseudo-schlieren records. The absolute value
of the density gradients is shown according to the grey-
scale given in Fig. 6.
3.1 Reflection over a wedge with a sharp corner
Figure 4 illustrates the resulting flow-field obtained for
a shock reflecting off a ramp angle of θw = 44
◦ and θw =
45◦ with a sharp corner. The domain has been cropped
to show the area of interest. As discussed above, at
θw = 45
◦, a regular reflection is observed, while at
θw = 44
◦, the reflection takes the form of a Mach re-
flection, characterised by a Mach shock travelling nearly
perpendicular to the wall. A second triple-shock config-
uration (triple-point), also with an associated slip line,
which becomes unstable due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability, can be found along the reflected wave and
corresponds to the sub-regime of double Mach reflection
[2]. This double Mach reflection has a negative reflec-
tion angle (between the triple-point path and reflected
wave) [28].
3.2 Reflection over a wedge with a rounded corner
Figure 7 shows the flow-field of the shock reflection over
a wedge with a rounded corner after the reflection point
has travelled a distance approximately eight times the
radius of the corner. Double Mach reflections are seen
at ramp angles of θw = 44
◦, θw = 51
◦, and θw = 57
◦.
A regular reflection appears at a ramp angle of θw =
58◦. The transition from Mach to regular reflection now
occurs at a significantly larger angle (θw = 57.5
◦
±0.5◦)
as compared with the critical wedge angle for transition
with a sharp corner (θw = 44.5
◦
± 0.5◦).
The evolutions of reflections for wedge angles of
θw = 57
◦ and θw = 58
◦ with curved corners are shown
in Fig. 8. For the wedge angle θw = 57
◦, the reflec-
tion process asymptotes to a new self-similar solution,
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(a) θw = 44◦
(b) θw = 51◦
(c) θw = 57◦
(d) θw = 58◦
Fig. 7 Shock waves (Mi = 6.6, γ = 1.2, R = 20) reflecting off wedges with angle (a) θw = 44◦, (b) θw = 51◦, (c) θw = 57◦,
(d) θw = 58◦, and curved corners
a (double) Mach reflection, as the shock travels a large
distance from the rounded corner. This differs from the
one obtained over a sharp-cornered wedge at the same
angle shown in Fig. 9, which was a regular reflection.
The reflection over the θw = 58
◦ wedge keeps the form
of a Mach reflection for approximately two-and-a-half
corner radii after tangency with the wedge. The triple
point then collides with the wedge to become a reg-
ular reflection. The trajectory of the triple-point for
θw = 57
◦ is shown in Fig. 8(g). The triple point moves
away from the wedge and does not appear to collide
with it at a distance of up to ten-times that of the ra-
dius of curvature. It is evident that the new asymptot-
ically self-similar solution consists of a Mach reflection
which grows with time in a linear fashion.
Although the results reported were only for a dis-
tinct set of parameters in gases with high shock strength
and low isentropic exponent typical of gaseous detona-
tions, similar results and conclusions were also obtained
for weaker shock reflections with an isentropic exponent
Fig. 9 Shock wave (Mi = 6.6, γ = 1.2) reflecting off a wedge
θw = 57◦ with a sharp corner
corresponding to a diatomic gas like air. Numerical ex-
periments with γ = 1.4 and Mi = 3, for example, re-
vealed a transition angle fromMach to regular reflection
at θw = 50.5
◦
± 0.5◦. With an initially curved wedge,
Mach reflections were maintained for larger wedge an-
gles.
4 Discussion
For parameters Mi = 6.6 and γ = 1.2, the deter-
mined transition between regular and Mach reflection
of 44.5◦± 0.5◦ over the wedge with a sharp corner is in
good agreement with the sonic criterion [6], modelled
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(a) θw = 57◦ (b) θw = 58◦
(c) θw = 57◦ (d) θw = 58◦
(e) θw = 57◦ (f) θw = 58◦
(g) θw = 57◦ (h) θw = 58◦
Fig. 8 Evolution of a shock wave (Mi = 6.6, γ = 1.2, R = 20) reflecting off a θw = 57◦ wedge ((a), (c), (e), (g)) and θw = 58◦
wedge ((b), (d), (f), (h)) with rounded corners; triple-point path has been superimposed (dashed-line) on sub-figure (g)
by two-shock theory. This criterion predicts a transi-
tion at θw = 44.47
◦
± 0.01◦. The transition from Mach
to regular reflection occurs when the flow behind the
reflected shock becomes outside the range of influence
of the corner (i.e., when the flow behind the reflection
point is supersonic) and when a regular reflection is suf-
ficient to redirect the flow parallel to the wall. Thus it
appears that the self-similar solution is indeed estab-
lished such that the shock reflection retains its shape
as it grows with time.
However, the numerical experiments conducted with
the curved corner illustrate that the same self-similar
solution is not recovered in the far field, when the cor-
ner was initially curved. A possible explanation for is
likely also related to the sonic criterion, see below. In
a progressively curved ramp, the reflection starts out
invariably as a Mach reflection due to the initial small
angle. As the wedge angle increases continuously along
the curved corner, the Mach stem likely remains strong
enough to keep a continuous subsonic pathway open,
through which wedge-tip generated signals are able to
communicate a scale of length to the reflection point;
the entire reflection configuration is subject to the chang-
ing angle [27]. The shock reflection is then likely able to
maintain this subsonic pathway past the corner along
the flat portion of the wedge. Future studies should ad-
dress this mechanism by tracking the path of acoustic
signals.
It is also instructive to consider the present results
in view of previous studies performed with modifica-
tions to the straight wedge problem. The problem of
unsteady shock reflection over curved surfaces has been
addressed by a number of authors [10,5,11,12]. These
studies did not address the continuation of the curved
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surface into a straight surface, i.e. the asymptotically
self-similar regime studied here. Instead, they were con-
cerned with the transition of the Mach reflection to
regular reflection over the curved wedge, which occurs
when the triple point trajectory eventually merges with
the curved wall. Similar to the present study, it was
found that the wedge angle at which the transition from
Mach to regular reflection occurs is larger than the an-
gle obtained for reflection on a straight wedge. It has
also been shown that the transition angle decreases with
radius of curvature [18], tending towards the transition
angle of a reflection off a straight wedge. The transition
angle for a reflection over a concave circle has been ana-
lytically predicted using the sonic criterion [6] by Ben-
Dor and Takayama [10] but the proposed models are
independent of the radius of curvature. Their model
“A” predicts a transition at θw ≈ 63
◦ for M = 6.6
and γ = 1.2 on the concave circle. A model incorpo-
rating the radius of curvature remains yet incomplete
[19]. The value derived from Ben Dor and Takayama’s
model is higher than what was obtained for a curved
wall followed by a straight wedge in this study, namely
θw = 57.5
◦
± 0.5. This difference is an expected result
due to slight difference between the two problems. For
the initially curved wedge in this study, the Mach reflec-
tion vanishes when the trajectory of the triple point in-
tersects the straight part of the wedge, as shown in Fig.
8. In the continuously curved wall, the Mach reflection
vanishes when the trajectory of the triple intersects the
curved part of the wedge, which, from simple geometric
arguments occurs for larger angles than in the problem
studied here. Nevertheless, the similarity in results sug-
gests that the persistence of the subsonic pathway for
the curved wall, used by Ben Dor and Takayama to
model their results, is the likely explanation for the de-
layed transition to regular reflection.
Another analogous problem to the present is the
shock reflection over two sequential straight wedges,
where the angle of the second wedge is greater than the
first. This problem has been studied by Ben-Dor et al.
[25,26]. However, it was found that the reflection pat-
tern quickly recovered the configuration expected had
the first wedge been absent.
5 Conclusion
The present study shows unambiguously that the de-
tails of the start-up of an asymptotically self-similar
solution play a very important role in determining the
final asymptotic self-similar solution. The shock reflec-
tion studied showed that the solution achieved from
reflection past a straight wedge, which starts with a
finite curvature, persists as a Mach reflection in the
far-field through wedge angles far superior to those ob-
served over sharp-cornered wedges. As the radius of the
rounded corner becomes insignificant in comparison to
the distance travelled by the incident shock, the solu-
tion of the asymptotically self-similar problem disagrees
with the solution of the self-similar problem.
The curved wedge corner introduces a length scale
to the problem in a similar way that viscous effects
or shock relaxation phenomena would. While viscous
effects and the presence of relaxation reduce the transi-
tion wedge angle [6], these length scales vanish asymp-
totically as the reflection grows. Their effects only dom-
inate the solution at early times, while the later time
solution may still be influenced by the start-up condi-
tions, as illustrated in the present study. Indeed, the
present study shows that the flow patterns obtained
from the start-up conditions persist through to scales
significantly larger than those at the corner and play
a dominant role determining what is obtained into the
asymptotic pseudo-steady configuration. Similar results
have been reported by Henderson and Menikoff [3] with
regards to shock reflections in steady-state flows.
In view of the present findings, it appears worth-
while to re-evaluate other self-similar problems of gas
dynamics, such as Taylor-Sedov blast waves, or the prob-
lem of shock diffraction at a sudden area change, in
order to determine the influence of the starting condi-
tions on the solution obtained in the far field. This issue
is particularly important in view of current numerical
simulation techniques used to solve these problems, who
attempt to regularize the start-up conditions in order
to resolve them with a finite size computational grid.
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